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INTRODUCTION

In summer 2018, U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia Jessie K. Liu announced that her office would for the first time be using DNA to charge a man in two assaults, even though the authorities did not know his name.¹ Known as a “John Doe” DNA indictment, the indictment identifies the suspect by his genetic makeup, formally beginning the prosecution and allowing the prosecutor to skirt statutes of limitation. Prosecutors in the District and in at least ten other states have used John Doe indictments to effectively toll statutes of limitation,² allowing the police to continue their search for the person connected to the indicted profile. As defense lawyers question the constitutionality of these warrants and indictments, prosecutorial attorney organizations and the Justice Department are encouraging their filing.³

This note will evaluate the current landscape surrounding the JohnDoe DNA indictments before arguing, first, that such indictments abandon the purposes of statutes of limitation, and second, that John Doe DNA indictments open the door for John Doe fingerprinting indictments, which would ultimately subvert a criminal justice system based on the principle that people are innocent until proven guilty. Rather than using John Doe DNA indictments to take away the rights of defendants on a case-by-case basis, all states should abolish statutes of limitations on felony sex crimes.
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I. TODAY’S JOHN DOE INDICTMENT LANDSCAPE

Defense attorneys have repeatedly questioned the constitutionality of John Doe DNA indictments. These challenges have focused on the Fourth Amendment’s particularity requirement and the Sixth Amendment’s speedy trial requirement. This phenomenon of using John Doe indictments began in 2000 when Milwaukee County Assistant District Attorney Norm Gahn filed a warrant with only the suspect’s DNA profile to toll the statute of limitations. Since then, at least ten states have taken up the issue of John Doe DNA warrants and indictments.

While most courts have used the same logic, People v. Robinson best articulates the rationale of the courts for upholding the constitutionality of John Doe DNA indictments. In Robinson, the defendant was charged with a rape that occurred in 1994. DNA was found on the victim. Four days before the six-year statute of limitations would have expired, a felony complaint was filed against “John Doe, unknown male,” describing him by 13-loci DNA. The Court found that while the Fourth Amendment’s particularity requirement “must clearly state what is sought,” the warrant “need only be reasonably specific” and the “specificity required varies depending on the circumstances of the case and the type.” A warrant is considered an accusation against a person, not just a name. Therefore, the court reasoned that when the name is unknown, a person may be identified with the best description available. The Court concluded that DNA is “arguably the most discrete, exclusive means of personal identification possible” and describes a person “with far greater precision than a physical
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For these reasons, the Court held that the John Doe DNA indictment did not violate the federal or state constitution. Nearly every state court that has examined this issue, has held the indictment to be constitutional, with most courts choosing to focus on Fourth Amendment. In 2016, the John Doe DNA Indictment was expanded to a non-sex crime, namely burglary, case in Arizona, with the Court still finding the indictment to be constitutional for the same reasons as John Doe DNA indictments in sex crime cases.

II. STATUTES OF LIMITATION

Statutes of limitation are statutory time limits for filing charges, based on the date when the offense occurred. Such limitations are created to protect individuals from having to defend themselves against charges when the basic facts become obscured by the passage of time and minimize the danger of official punishment because of acts in the far distant past. Prosecutorial delay can result in the loss of physical evidence, the unavailability of witnesses, and the impairment of the future defendant and his witnesses to accurately and fully remember the events in question. Application of statutes of limitations is “the primary guarantee against bringing overly stale criminal charges.” These time restraints can also have the secondary effect of encouraging law enforcement officials to promptly investigate suspected criminal activity. More serious crimes tend to have longer limitations periods. Murder, for example, does not have any statute of limitations in many
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states. As it currently stands, forty-two states have statutes of limitations for felony sex crimes.24

John Doe DNA indictments toss the rationales for having a statute of limitations in the waste basket. In most cases, the indictment is filed just days before the statute of limitations expires.25 The timing of John Doe DNA indictments supports the argument that use of the indictments should be forbidden. In a sex crime case, a defendant may want to call a witness to testify about the circumstances surrounding the alleged assault or provide an alibi. Years after the incident, the accused stand a high likelihood of not being able to locate these witnesses. Even if the potential witnesses are located, they may not remember the events and details clearly or at all.

As the Supreme Court has noted since the nineteenth century, statutes of limitations “are vital to the welfare of society . . . They promote repose by giving security and stability to human affairs.”26 The idea behind this is that suspects should not have to fear for the rest of their lives they will be accused or even prosecuted. While some proponents of John Doe DNA indictments argue that this is only a problem if the identity of the suspect is known,27 such an argument fails to account for the wrongly accused. The purpose of having a sufficiently particular description of the accused in a warrant is to give notice to the accused of the charges against him.28 The average citizen does not know his or her genetic code and, therefore, cannot feasibly be put on notice with such an indictment. As argued above, DNA, while strong evidence, does not unequivocally prove guilt. In a society where defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty, courts of law should not be relying on the presumption that whoever left DNA at the scene of a crime is guilty.

The strongest argument for why these types of indictments do not violate statutes of limitation is that the DNA, unlike other types of evidence, most likely will not be lost or degraded over time. While it is true that once a DNA sample has been tested and profiled it can be entered into a system and preserved until it matches against a sample taken from
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a suspect in the future, a similar process can be followed for fingerprinting. As Part III will discuss, fingerprints are not used as the basis of John Doe indictments.

III. FORGOTTEN FINGERPRINTS?

When issuing an indictment and the subsequent arrest warrant, a court must find that enough probable cause exists to believe the subject of the warrant committed the instant crime. State courts across the country have found, in limited circumstances, that John Doe DNA indictments are sufficient to satisfy the Fourth Amendment’s particularity requirements. Science and logic point to the notion that John Doe fingerprint indictments would be at least as reliable – if not more – than John Doe DNA indictments. Unlike fingerprint evidence, which is consistently collected and documented from state to state, DNA evidence is only valuable if it is properly collected. There is no uniformity between labs from state to state with respect to collection, storage, and interpretation of DNA. A match between DNA found in one state and a criminal apprehended in another does not necessarily mean the police have the same person. It might just mean the states’ methods differ. Furthermore, in many states, court have found that fingerprints alone are sufficient to establish probable cause. On the other hand, courts are still battling over whether DNA alone can establish probable cause.

Just as DNA at the scene of a crime does not mean that the person who the DNA belongs to committed the crime, nor does a fingerprint. Some proponents of John Doe DNA indictments argue that DNA is different in sex crimes because the DNA is often semen, thereby implicating the nature of the crime. Two problems exist with such an argument. First, the DNA found and used in John Doe DNA indictments is not always semen; and second, prosecutors have already started using John Doe DNA indictments for more than sex crimes. With all of this in mind, prosecutors could confidently indict suspects on lone fingerprint evidence.
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Despite the likelihood that such an indictment would succeed, prosecutors have failed to do so.

The increased use of John Doe DNA indictments begs the question: how long can prosecutors only use DNA for these anonymous indictments when much more criminal activity involves fingerprints and many scientists acknowledge fingerprints may be more reliable for identification than DNA? Such a development by prosecutors, if it were to occur, would essentially annihilate statutes of limitations for any crime that took place and involved DNA or fingerprint evidence. The concept of “innocent until proven guilty” would be put on the back burner in favor higher conviction rates.

CONCLUSION

The implications from John Doe indictments could ultimately lead to an altering of the criminal justice system in America. The United States criminal justice system has always been premised on the idea of innocent before proven guilty. The use of John Doe DNA indictments subverts defendants’ rights by working around legislatively created statutes of limitations. If the use of John Doe DNA indictments continues to pervade into more states and more areas of criminal activity, the question of why fingerprints are not allowed to be similarly used in indictments will arise.

While the use of John Doe DNA indictments to prosecute rapists has a noble goal in mind, the entire U.S. criminal justice system should not be reimagined over the issue when a simpler solution exists. State legislatures should expand current law to eliminate the statute of limitations in rape cases where DNA evidence is recovered.